
12:36:23  As a clinic I'm very concerned about the burden of these types of tracking... 
EHRs don't make this type of reporting easy (particularly if clinics are unable to bill for services). 
We can easily say Interp needed yes or no... and I can tell you which interpreters are 
qualified/certified/registered and which just have training for our staff roles. We have some 
proxy measures to see which interpreters served which visits.  W/ bilingual providers, 
rescheduled visits, language acquisition being on a continuum and pts declining for some visits 
vs others, I really can't imagine the burden of attempting this.  Also for youth the record may 
indicate an interpreter is not needed but when the guardian accompanies (or depending on 
which guardian) we provide an interpreter. There is a high level of nuance and it would be 
helpful to EHRs report on this and or be paid for this level of tracking effort, not to mention the 
many visits we cannot recoup interpreting costs for...  

12:39:13   Thank you for saying this. I couldn’t agree more. The ability to track and find the 
required data seems incredibly challenging at this point in time. 

12:39:14  Can you say more about what kind of credential tracking will be required in year 
3, and will NON OHA qualified/certified interpreters ever be excluded? 

OHA - Anybody providing interpreter services will be captured but as Frank explained, this 
measure is designed to collect data to measure and reward quality that is where those who are 
not OHA qualified or certified will drop off because we don’t count them. There are 
requirements and reasons why we don’t count them, because if someone is not trained and 
evaluated, we suggest you don’t use them. There could be emergency moments when they 
could be used but not often. That is why we don’t reward the use of unapproved interpreters. 

12:39:36  New to me 

12:41:06  I’d prefer to see OHA help us leverage billing opportunities for all plans in the 
state to cover interpreting costs rather than working on these really nuanced, challenging 
metrics. Reducing the systemic barriers would go much further to this goal than the suggested 
metric. 

12:41:58 Will year 1 be reporting only for this measure? 

OHA - For year one, CCOs only need to do a self assessment. Service reporting for year one is 
not used for the measure. 

12:42:25 We can provide interpreter needed (yes/no) data easily.  

12:42:28  We created a new workflow to capture data for the use of interpreters in 
medical and nurse triage to allow us to track utilization, since we cannot use the T codes for all 
patients.  

12:43:49  We can provide T codes for eligible visits/provider types that we are successfully 
billing for. Unfortunately, we cannot use this for all visits because of the burden on our billing 
staff. We are using "touches" for other tracking when it's available in our EHR. Unfortunately, 



the touches module isn't available for Referrals tracking or Clinical Services encounters so 
there's a gap there.  

12:43:55  If we use remote interpreters through a 3rd party service, does that count 
towards the measure? 

OHA - Yes, it counts. But there is a condition that, for the purpose of quality, you aught to be 
able to ascertain whether an interpreter is qualified or certified.   

12:44:14  Also, as someone pointed out, this is not built into the EHR, so we created a 
template to record this information in our EHR. We are asking staff to record if services were 
accepted/declined, what type of interpreter was used, and if they are certified. 

12:45:36 I don't know how we would check interpreter credentials for phone/video visits. 
I think audits/spot checking work but again, this would require a dedicated role and 
time/money to do so.  

OHA - We agree that is an inordinate amount of work. Suggests in contract arrangement to 
build that into the process. Whoever is providing the remote interpreter services is aware of 
these requirements and will adhere to using qualified and certified, so you don’t have to do 
that. 

12:45:47  We are aware of the measure because of the CCO, but not specifics on how they 
want us to report to them 

12:46:21  We are in the same situation. 

12:46:25  I concur, aware of the metric but not the specifics.  

12:48:13  If I understood correctly, our staff interpreters, who are trained and tested in-
house also need to get OHA qualification to count towards this? 

12:49:39  Operations is in charge of interpreting services at Wallace. 

12:49:43  Front office staff and scheduling usually request interpreters 

12:49:51  when scheduling a visit 

12:50:19 We have dedicated Language Access Staff who serve primarily as interpreters 
and then arrange ASL vendor services. Otherwise our staff conducting the visit use the 
phone/video vendor. 

12:50:46  The MA or Provider will use the language line if interpretative services are 
needed, and we cannot utilize staff. Our template does generate an "order" when the services 
are recorded. 



12:54:46  Thanks for the presentation. I will email, for sure.  

12:55:08  Thank you Adrienne 


